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Abstract
Closed form solutions are proscuted for sound
propagation from a line source in or neor a shear
layer, 'file analysis in exact for all frequencies
and to developed assuming a linear velocity profile
in the ahcor layer, Title assumptLOn allows the
solution to be expressed In terms of parabolic cy-
linder functions. Tine solution to presented for a
line monopole source first embedded in the uniform
flow and than In the ohcar layer. Solutions are
also discussed for certain types of dipole and
quadrupole sources. Asymptotic expansions of the
exert solutions for small and large values of
Strouhal number give expressions which correspond
to solutions previously obtained for these limiting
cases,
Introduction
Ralsall gives expresslona for pressure fields of
various high frequency convected sources embedded
in a unidirectional attested flow. Tito expressions
include rho simultaneous effects of fluid and source
convection and refraction. Those results are for
axiaynanetrLe flows with arbitrary velocity profiles.
The next step in determining the effect of a
shear layer upon round propagation is to obtain
analytic solutions for the far field pressure for
tie entire acoustic frequency range. Title tinsbeen
accomplished In Lite present inventigati,e 12 at NASA
Lewis Research Center by using on exact analytical
solution obtained by Goldstein and RLCe l3 not only
for a monopole source in a uniform flow near a
linear shear layer but for dipole and g0adrupole
sources as wall. Title analysis to further extended
to the case in which the source is embedded in the
sheer layer for a monopole, and a quadrupole type
of source for the entire frequency spectrum,
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Sound waved passing through a shear layer are
altered both in amplitude and direction. Hence on
observer situated In Lite far field on the opposite
a.do of a shear layer from a sound source will, In
general, hear sound which differs from that orLOL-
unlly produced by the source. Any sound produced
by an aircraft engino must puns through a client
layer or combination of uhoar layers. Consequently
a thorough understanding of this phenomenon is as-
asocial far determining the far field sound pres-
sure amplitude directivity generated by an aircraft
engine in flight. Such knowledge In also necessary
for developing adequate correction procedures for
data from open-Jet anecboic wind tunnels used for
simulating flight effects on nolue naurces.
There have been several studies of the effect
of relative motion between two media an the propa-
gation of pound waves. Ribnor l and t111ea 2 inde-
pendently Investigated plane waves Impinging on a
Velocity interface between two moving slreama.
GoLLLleb3 studied a sound source near a velocity
discontinuity. Ile obtained far field solutions by
evaluating the exact sound field lntenrala by the
method of sta Llonary phase. Slutsky, 'ramagno and
tforett14.6 extended GOLtlieb's analysts to include
quadrupole sources embedded in the moon flow.
Their analyses were developed for tie sources situ-
ated in an axisymmetric slug flow. Graham and Gra-
1101117 treated the propagation of plane wnvea through
a finite sbpar layer. Tie same nuthdre S
 later in-
veatil;otvd the effect of a finite shear layer an
Sound woven from a point source. Ilivy obtained
velocity potential Solutions by means of a aeries
expansion about a singular paint and prvaentcd re-
sults for very low frequencies with acauctir wave-
lengths much grcaLCr than the shear layer thlek;'eas.
OoldstvfnM O obtained solutions for low fre-
quency sound from multipole sources in axibymmetric
shear flows with arbitrary velocity profiler. The
resulta of his analysis allow bow the mean flow af-
fects the radiation pattern from Lhe sources.
Symbols
A(k)	 arbitrary coefficient In equation (12)
D(k)	 arbitrary coefficient fn equation (14)
b	 transformation parameter defined by equa-
tion (18)
C,(k)
	
arbitrary coefficients in equation (20)
a 
speed of sound, 340.46 m/sec
I' arbitrary unit source term in uniform flow
region
ITj Fourier transform of fj
I externally applied force
gj arbitrary unit sourer tam in shear layer
GTj Fourier transform of gj
it coordinate of source location in	 -y	 di-
rCCLion, motors
It 'j''/ca
k l wave number in	 x	 direction In replan 1,
ko can
k wave number In	 x	 direction
N Mach number In shear layer
Ho Mach number of uniform flow
P(y,k) Fourier transform of	 p(y,x)
P perturbation prannurv, N/m2
q external volume flow source, equation (42)
r radial coordinate of observation paint In
cylindrical coordinate system, meters
6+/c
S o	 Stenciler number (redtcod frequency)it
a
STAR Category 11
	
ERRATA
Figures 3 to 6 and 7(c): The dashed lines in the keys should be
reversed; that is, the short-dash line denotes the high-frequency
approximation, and the long-dash line denotes the low-frequency
approximation.
t time, sec
U velocity in	 x	 direction in the ahoar
layer, motors/acc
Us velocity of uniform flow, meters/soc
V(y, k) Fouriar transform of
	 v(y,x)
V perturbation velocity in
	 y	 direction
x coordinate in direction of uniform flow
y coordinate	 1	 to direction of uniform
flow
Y1,2 defined by equations (13) and (15)
6(y) dirac delta function
6 shear layer thickness, motors
0 polar coordinate (polar angle) or direc-
tion between line connecting source and
observation points and direction of uni-
form flow
do critical angle below which sound wgvpa
will not propagate through shear layer
wavelength
E transformation variable dofined by equa-
tion (16)
n density 1.33 kg/m3
w angular frequency
Subscripts:
d dipole
in monopole
9 quadrupole
Analysis
A typical turbofan engine is represented in
Fig. 1. This Indicates how sound generated by such
an engine might encounter various shear layers.
A simplified formulatLon of this problem is
based on the flow geometry shown in Fig. 2 where a
medium moving with a uniform velocity U o (region
2) and a madium at rest (region 1) are evparated
by a single shear layer having a linear velocity
profile. Ills no flow case is used on one aide of
the shear layer for simplicity, and the Solutions
can be easily extended to the more general case of
finite uniform flow on both sides. Cases will be
considered in which a line source is located in the
uniform flow and in the ahoar layer.
Th. governing equations for sound propagation
in each of those regions may be found In Ref. 14
(p. 10) and are given in terms of acoustic pres-
sure as follows:
2. In the uniform flow region U • U
0 (region 2)
D2
V2p2
 - 2 2 p2 - fj	  • 1,2	 (2)
co Dt
where
Do 1 i	 d
pt r + Us Tx
and
r6(x)6(y + 11) e l 	j	 L
f 	
!Il D	 j=2
accounts for the presence (j - 1) or absence
(j - 2) of the source (of unit stren gth) is the
uniform flow.
3. In the shear layer
2	 2
Dr (2p _ Z 2^ F - 2U' ^1%ay = gj	 j - 1'2
ca pr
(3)
where the prime denotes differentiation with re-
npaut to y,
U,	 d1l
dy
DC Jt + U Jx
slid
0	 j=1
sj =
DC ^e (x)6 (Y + 
h)e i`atl	 j = 2
accounts for the absence (j =/= 1) or presence
(j - 2) of the source In the shear layer.
The radiatlonshlp between the transverse par-
ticle velocity and the acoustic pressure is given
by
	
,O(
llv	 1p
	
v)
	
oy
The linear velocity profile In the shear
layer in given by
IT 
	
-Uo Y/6
!	 I;_l
t
0
1. In the no flow region, U 0 (region 1)
2
2	 1 `^ PL
V p1 
02 ,
C2	 (1).
For the boundary conditions we have the
acoustic radiation condition which requires out-
ward propagating waves at y - --. At the edged
of the shear layer we require continuity of pres-
sure
r
where where
(2ir 6 (Y + h) .1	 1 Y2 =	 k2 - (u>/co - k%)'	 (15)
fT) ° {f`
0 ) ' 2
The assumption of a linear velocity profile
In tlw shear permits use of the solution obtained
and by Goldstein and Rice
13
 which expresses the acous-
tic prossure In the cheer layer in Coma of the
parabolic cylinder functions of Weber. 15 , 16 	Rence,
M.° 0o/ao following Golds Cain and Rice l3 , the nee independent
variable	 F,	 and dependent variable
	 U	 are defined
In the shear layer by
P° - 2bi k^ P ,	 r/41 _ C 12 _ k21 p ° F, -	 Mik I o	 kMl	 (16)/kPl -
+
1	 L`	 o/
gT)
J \	 /^
0 /
and
J	 1,2 (8)
bF,2/2
	 2	 \)
0 )	
_	
1
hF /2U
/p	 t dF, (°	 (17)
Py )
°
2 +b
1
2R r (y +b) 1	 2 wihera
where kb	 (18)2111'
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and continuity of particle displacement which can
be expressed In twrms of the transverse perturbs-
	 ,	 m
tire velocity (since there is no slip)	 P1 	 -Ipo°o co - kM)V	 (9)
v ° v  at y - 0 and v - v2 at y ° -b	 and
	
/
	
(5)	 N . c
c
Assuming a simple harmonic time dependence and	 °
applying the Fourier transforms
	
wLLh the boundary conditions
-1WC^'	 p - p I ; V ° VI at y - 0	 (10)
P(Yr k) a21r jp (x r Y) elks dx
w	 F ° p2 ; V = V2 at y - 	 (I l)
m	 The solution of this system will depend on
V(y,k) _ ° I J v(x,y) elks dx	 whether the source is located in the uniform flow
2R	 or in die cheat layer. However, the procedure is
the same in either case.
°i	 The solution of equation (6) in the no flow
1 	 e lk
	
L	 region which satisfies the radiation condition hasT_ 6(x) o	 dx =' 2s
	
the Corm
w
gives the following system of second order ordinary	 P1	 A(k)u
"YlY
	(12)
differential equations and boundary cond Ltlona.
In region I r
	
where
P1 + I W2 - k2^ PL ° 0	 (6)	 Vl ° k2 - (°Vao) t	 (13)
Lao	 When the source is in Ole uniform flow region
In region 2	
) ° 1; ITl n br6(y + by 9T ° 0 the solution Co
equation (7) which satis Llee tiro radiation cord!-
i1I '' y	 \	 z1	 tlon tins the form
PZ + L(c - ok
2
f - k , P2 
° fT7
	
j l,2
L o	 1	
P ° g(k)o 2
Y	 1 e "Y2 1 y+b 1	 (14)
	
(7)	
2	
+ 4'Y2
r _7-
o it
I
}
I
{	
it
t
f ^^
k	 .
and
He
M 6
These trans EotmatLons are introduced into
equation (g) which to then Integrated once as In
Rof. L7 to obtain Webor'n equation.
U" - (1/4 F2 + b)U ° 0	 (19)
where the primes now donate difforantotion with
respect to F. This equation has as its solutions
all
	 linear combination of parabolic cy-
linder functions U(b, 	 F,), (Abramowltx l6). Thus
the oolution to equation (g) to written as an arbi-
trary linear combination
p ° C F (k)P+(F) + C (k)P (E)	 (20)
of the functions
(U'(b.'F) + bFu(b.!1))1	 (21)
2+b
or
P ` Q)	 -U(b - 1,'q) + (b - 1/2)U(b + I, 'F) (22)
]laving obtained cha p° solutions (Eqs. (12), (14)
and (20)) the boundary conditiona (Rqs. (10) and
(IQ) arc applied at the edges of the shear layer
to wraLmte the following expreusion for the coef-
ficient A(k) Al the far field pressure expreuaien
(Rq. (12)),
-Y2('6+hQ Lr+(F ) p '_(F ) - P' + (F )P - (F )]
A (it) o C	 1.	 1	 1	 I	 I2;r	 G g+ - (;+g-
(23)
where
P. (F 2) - Y2 1' , (!2)	 (24)
R	 P, (E I) + y ll' (Y
	 (25)
and
	
P, .(f•1) a dpdF: 
del	
I = 1,2 (25)
F::F I
dE	
-.ZII@P
dy
where
at y - 0
and
F ° F 2 =	 M'k I ao - IuNel at y ° -6
PuttL2 the appropriate expressions for y and
for P (i11) and p ' t (F L ) in the numaratoi of
equation (20) yields,
k2
-1 (IWce )-kMe ) 2 	 1/	 2
A(k)	 2e	
\°o)
l6	 1
trM k (b + 1 2)r(b - 1/2)
x 	 °	 (2G)
G R+-eR
This expression for A(k) call 	 put Into
equation (12) for PL which is the yourter Trans-
form solution for thefar field pressure pattern In
region 1. The actual pressure is then obtained
from the Fourier Inversion integral
its:	 '(Lkx+yly)p l (x , Y) ^ ° J A(k)o	 Jk	 (27)
With A(k) given by equation (26). The above At-
togral In of the form
f
(k) 0 - f(k) dk
t	
sl it ^ Ce^
where
f(k) ^ Ikx + y ly	 (28)
with y defined by equation (17). This type of
integral can be evaluated by the method of station-
ary phase or saddle point mathod 17 , I8 (far large
positive r < x2 +, y2)
Tie details of the evaluation of equation (27)
arc presented In Ref. 12. The reault, given here
in cylindrical ceordinntoo, to the following ex-
pressLon for the far field prvnnure directivity for
a line monopole source located. In the uniform flow
_2	 26	 sIn u
-rile can	 (b + 1/2)1 • (b - I/2)
P Lm °	 :,+	 *_ 0n+
(	
d R - R G
	
-iL^ ( 1-Mecoa .) 2 - con 2,1(-n+h)+r+cot) 	 (29)
,e	 l	 J
where
1
G
0
^(I - Me Cal,	 +	 (1 - Me coo n) 2 - coo "I
rr	
U(b
	 1.
_	 "_42)
+ `(1 - IIu con . ) -	 (1 - Me cog ") 2 - con 2 ( 1}
4
(36
pgIGII^1A^L gFUALIrirY
s	 OF Y^
'	 >l
where
^ s
x (b - 1/2)U(b + 1,14 2 )	 (30)
and
L
R ..
	
(1R ° (1 - sin 0)U(b	 1,141)
0
+ (1 + sin ,1)(b - 1/2)U(b + I ' l l )	 (31)
The frequency In defined in terms of Strouhal
number as follows:
Ransil that
b
b ' 2LM' ° I 2Mo cos 0
and that
21	 b
/ 
` M'k (c -) ° M cus 0 (L - 11 coo d)
D	 o
where it 	 k 1 ° it 	 a was used.
Note that b(w1C.)1Mo is a nandimonslonal group of
parameters that occurs nevorul places in the pros-
sure expression. Hence we define
h a,
s
Strouhal number ° S	 fl °	 (32)0
Ilion
b - 112 1 S coo 0
and
°	 210 (1 -11 cos 0)
r.09 , I
This SCroulel number is essentially a comparison of
the shear layer thickness to the acoustic wave-
length, and is referred to as a nondimennional fre-
quency.
Now placing the source in the shear layer,
(S " 2, fT2 - 0, BT2 ` 2rt t(y+h) In Eqs. (7) and
(R)) and followLliR exactly Lite name procedure
yields the for .field expression for acoustic pres-
sure
1/2
(-L sini	 Q
plm C2n' ^n r	 /l -	 tie cos )2
0
lF+llh 
)G,4- _ li' 
(°h)0+ - 120r+L-iC
C R - G R
4b ° K 1 a • k 6 Me)	 (34)o
It is noted that when the source is placed at
the uniform Ilow edge of the shear layer, in which
case It ° b and 42 ° ih, equation (33) becomes
equal to equation (29). Both equations (29) and
(33) reduce to the some spacial result regardless
of source location when the line between cho source
and observer 
Is 
oriented at 900 to the flow direc-
tion (l.o„ 0 ° 90 0 In Eqa. (29) and (33)). This
result in
(-	 1/2	 w
-1c  Qu-26+r)+Lea
I	 o	 °	 (35lm	 ° 8irL m rr	 I	 )
0.70° L co
This also agrees with Gottlicb'a resu Lt3 at
r, ° 900 when the shear thickness 6 is set equal
to zero.
Aanroxlmate Solutions for Limitin g Ounce
of Lou and High Frequency
When considering the for field pressure for
limiting values of frequency it In actually limit-
Lag values of nondimennional frequency or Strouhal
number (defined by Eq. (32)) which are of interest.
Careful examination of Lite far field pressure cqua-
Lions (Rqa. (29) and (33)) along with the defini-
tions of b and 4 reveals Lite strong dependence
of the pressure upon Strouhal number. This depend-
ence come° about through the parabolic cylinder
functions which can be evaluated for small or large
arguments by means of appropriate asymptotic ex-
pansions found Lit kefs. 14 and 19. The parabolic
cylinder functions appear only through A(k) all
evaluated for k ° kl ^ m/c e coo o, By evaluating
these expressions for Lite limiting Cauca of very
amall and very large values of the Strouhal number
the approximate expressions for the far field preo-
sure will be obtained. These approximate expres-
afono for the for field pressure can also be ob-
tained by solving Lite differential equations auymp.
Lotically for arbitrary velocity profiles using
method° discussed lu sec 6.7.1 of Ref. 14,
By replacing Lilt- paraboliccylinder functions
In equations (29) and (33) with their asymptotic
exponsionu 16 forsmall arguments Lite low frequency
approximations for far field pressure are obtained.
For the Source in the uniform flow
11/2
L
pIm	 2r 	
re
-I
1" l	 1
(1-MO cos ^i) Z. coo 2,(-a+b)+r- oil
(-1 sLn,Oe
- Llo. Coo '.)2 sin- Y	 (1 - No Cos,;) 2- 'OF 2'1
For the source in the allear layer region
1/2
i	 (1 ain N)(1 - tle cos 0)2
ypim	 2mr	 (I - 6 % cog 0)20
L-aNLut
C
x
a °
(1 - Me cos 0)2 DWI' +	 (1 - Me con 0) 2 - cog 2v
(37)
It should he pointed out that when the source
In located at the edge of the ahaar layer Joining
the uniform flow (4 o h) equations (36) and (37)
reduce to the name result.
ftaplacing the parabolic cylinder functions
with their asymptotic expanoionn lu , 19 for large
arguments glven the approximate high frequency ex-
pressionn for the for field pressure. The results
are in follow°.
Far the neuron in the uniform flow
be of lntorust bare. Thum far field pressure duo
to a lateral line dipole source 1n the uniform.
flow Is the first derivative with respect to trans.
votes source location (it) of the monopolu expres-
sion (Eq. (29))..
p fd ap'j	 r I'lm coe 20 - (t - Me con 0)20
(140)
The lateral lino quadrupole expression is ob-
toined by differentiating the monopole expression
(Eq. (29)) twioa with respect to transverse source
location Qt).
2
ddl
lm 
\ 0^2 	L 2	 J
p lq	 2	 c	 pim cos n - (1 . Me cos d)2
(41)
To obtain for Yield pressure solutions for
multipolo aource p located In the altcar layer the
equation for wave propagation in a transversely
altaared moan flow must be considered. This is
1/2	 (	 11
-da ((L-Me roe 2-cog2it(-b+h)+r)+L¢L
	[2H.
l 11
pim	 (i- fl con o)i(I - M cogu)2cae2o11/4 a#p 	 can r
" ,/ goo °p	 o	 0
	
r
(^(((((p
	
	
21 ]112	 2	 (' a	 (	 2	 2	 2^
	
Ma	
a
den a - 1) (I - DI tae t,)- - coa`^.
	- can ^^ In (DI cos v - 1) + (1 - Me cos ;•) -coo f4)I/
+ sin ,, + con 2" Wain u- I)^
	 (38)
For Lite source In Lie shear layer
ry 1/2
-ice' r+tmt
	 ,,
IL
nln	 I  °	 14 is
pim^^	 N	 h	 1	 2 1Ht °%p 2M one/9pu	 gar 
en	
(1 -	 Me con `) ^^l -
	
Ile can ,^)	 ens e^	 o
• ^^^^ Mo wg ,_ - 1) RI - b Me cos 
,^)2 - toe 2i
J
^
1/2 
- can 2 .. In it Din coq	 1) + C(1 - b I n con 012
	
I/2
-tus2^) 1
+ sin ^^ + C00 2, 1n (n to 0 -I 1)^	 (39)
NOLO that again these results reduce to the samt
expreunion when Lite nource is located at the edge	 given in Chapter 1 of Coldstoitn l is o general
of the ah
	 layer Joining the uniform flow; that 	 ion° as:
in, t, x h.
	 2
D 2p 1 2L p
flultinile Sources
Thin analysln call be extended to multlpole
naerren faceted either in the uniform flow or in
Lie ahcar layer. For a multipolo line source is-.
toted in Lite uniform flow engine, the far field
pressure may be obtained by differentiating the
monopole solution with roupect to source location
(Ref. 12). Since Lite source location is only de-
pendent upon the transverse coordinate direction
(y - direction) only lateral muIClpolo sources will
6
or l	
c1 0t1
l	 o
dit	 L	 p _	 dit	 Y	
D2
2 dy	 tx
 IF or , t 2 dy .,x
	 a DL  q (42)
idiom f In an externally applied volume force
siding from the momentum equation and q In an
external volume flow source within the fluid which
arisen from the continuity equation. If the vol-
i
,V
t
i
ume flow source Is put equal to zero (I.e., no move
is added to the flow) rise two romaW-ig terms on
the right hand aide of equaclon (42) are due to the
externally applied force r. Collide eIn 14 shows
that in flown with no moan velocity as external
Fares believes as a volume dipole source of srrangth
E.
Now a dipole source is not uniquely defined in
a transversely sheared mean flow. If we want to
extend Its definition so that its strength still
coincides with an external force we can define It
no that r an the right hand aide of equation (42)
to the strength of a general dipole.
Similarly a quadrupole can be defined so that
It corresponds to an external stress. This in done
	
by replacing r with	 • r where r is now a
tensor. Ilanca in particular the nource term ra-
presenting a lateral quadrupole o£ strength 7 in
the tranavorse direction in
	
Do)2r	 d0 ^r2r
D	
_
c )y2 
2 dyda	 Jy
Hence, the solution to equation (42) with q - 0
can be obtained by differentiating the monopole
oolutiou with respect to source location h once
for the dipole (associated with the force vector)
and twice far the quadrupole (associated with tla
strand Conger),.
Only the more intareating quadrupolo result
will be given here.
2(Ne COB ±•)
pq Pim ^(1-
 ht 
Ile con v)
i 1/^" 12 ^tl. - r^ Ile cop : •) 3 - cod (t -= Plo coo
 10)1)P
(43)
where ill
m 
to given by equation (33). This ex-
pression gives Lite far field presnuro for a point
lateral quadrupole source located in the ahear
layer.
Inspection of equation (43) indicates that Lite
first thrm inuide the curly brackets will dominate
at low Ere^ueneLco while the second term (contain-
ing ('!'fca) )) will dominate at It L ttil frequencies,
Iliva the product of these rasp. -dive terms with the
low and high frequency approxir.,.: tiono for El f
 will
give the low and high frequency approximations for
the far .[field quadrupole pressure pattern, respec-
tively,
fits low frequency approximation is
2(1F0 cos -)2
	
p lq - (1 -	 (h/,_)M cos. -) Pim
	
(44)
where pia is given by equation (37)
The high frequency approximation is
P lq - I(u+/ g
o
) 2 ((1 - Pt/d)M0coo 0)3
- c00 20(1 -01/0)1idcoo 0))p lm 	(45)
whura p lot is given by equation (39).
The details of the proceeding analysis may be
found in Ref. 12.
Results. and Discussion
The for field pressure pattern for sound ra-
diatingfrum a given typo of point nourco in a unL-
form flow or a linear ahear layer may be controlled
by a number of different factors. Amattg these are
Mach number of the uniform flow, frequency of the
sound, ahear layer thickness and source location
with respect to the shear layer. The affects of
varytog these parameters are determined from the
appropriute pressure solutions given 
fit
	 pro-
coding section. It should be noted that three
dimensional effects and turbulent scattering were
ignored in obtaining the pressure expressions.
The sound pressure field woo calculated by
programming Lite various pressure exprPUsiono using
standard Fortran techniques, The parameter r has
been normalized to 0.305 motor, The parabolic cy-
Under functions ocurring to the exact pressure ox-
proseiona were calculated using a computer program
which was originally developed in connection with
other research being performed at NASA Lewis Re-
search Center. This program wan capable of cal-
mtlaLing up to 80 Carle fit 	 series for parabolic
cylinder functions with complex arguments. At
higher frequencies title proved to be inadequate.
Ilowever, at the frequencies where computational
difficulties were encountered with the exact dolu-
tions the approximate oxpreacionn had already allows
good agreement with the exact solutions. These
calculatlons were made using tingle precision
arithmetic which gave nine significant decimal
dlgita. The directivity calculations word made at
5 degree Intervals.
Fkilures 3 to 7 allow prcuoure level referenced
to " co (i.e., pressure Levrl - 10 1og 10')1),1e2, 2
plotted against .. - 180 0 - : where	 in the
angle from the positive x-axts (downatrtam flow
direction). Those curves are for a nource of unit
strength,. a uniform flow Wch number of 0.8 and a
shear layer thicimcaoof 0.153 motor. The plots
campare the exact and approximate calculations de-
rived in Lite previous sections as indicated. in the
various figure,.
Source in Lite Uniform Flow
Figure 3 shows results for a uuurcc in the
uniform flow. when treating a point source located
In the uniform flow, the source to conaidured to be
within a few wavelengths of the shear layer. II
the source is many wavelengths from the shear layer
the problem dagenerateo to Lite plane wave cane al-
ready L[eatud by G	 mraham and Oraha -
One of !hc most significant characteristics of
the preserve pattern In Fit;. 3 io the deoignated
7
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"zone of liLlenco." This ration in datermined by tits
quantity V(L - lie coo u) 2 - coa 2 o which appears
in 0*1 (Eq. 00)) oo well an In the oxpcnant of time
for field proeauco expression (Eq, (29)). Tile anal,
at which this aquae* root becomes zero to referred
to an 
Lite 
critical an;gla and In defined by
ae.. con-I (l +Me)
This to the smallest angle, u, that the transmitted
wave can make with the x axis. Nato that title
angle in rempletely controlled by the Mach number of
the uniform flow. The "zone of silence" to defined
no the region whore o in Iona than fie. In this
region the above square root tam sets an an expo-
nential damping factor, lience the "zone of silence"
to actually a zone of attenuated sound propagation.
For the region in which ^, is greater than
tie the square root tam contributes only to the
phase of the sound wave and no longer effects the
amplitude.
The far field pressure patterns for dipole and
quadrupole s purted in the uniform flow are ahown in
Figs. 4 and 5. These far tfeld pressure pattorna
also exhibit a wait defined zone of g llence. how-
ever, rather than pocking at the critical nngla the
pressure level goes to
	 due to the fact that
the at':ave term is 0 multiplicative factor in the
pronglru expressions (Eqn, (40) and (41), respec-
Lively) which therefore go to zero at „t In each
case,
the curves shown In rigs. 3, 4, and 5 ore. all
ft,^ a itroulial number of 1 which means that the
0, 10oat,c wavel pngth to approximatel y equal to the
nhc.r leyor thickness, Additional calculations
were mah,, for Strouhal numbers ranging from 0.25 up
to about L,O. Far Stroulhal numbers much above 3.0
Lite computLr program for calculating the parabolic
cylinder functions cenountered computational diffi-
culties for angles near 90 0 . Monte, the exact ex.
preaulon for Lite sound field to roliable only for
certain reglonu of tho sound field it higher 1rc-
quencicn. Outside of the zone of silence both at
Cite approximate calculationn agrcc with tilt ,
 exact
renolc uvor the rangy of Stroulal numbers conf;Ld-
ervd. Thin behavior indicates that neither the
radiation pattern nor the method III caleuLa Lion are
particularly ocnoltive to frequency outolde of the
zone of bilunce. Thlu corresponds to the asocrtlnn
of previous researchern 7 0 that tilt' shear layer
thlckneun has eonentially no effect on the hound
radiation pattern except inside the Zanc of silence
(! '. T,), Thcn p
 charaetoeLatico carry over direct-
ly to the dipole and quadrupole calculationn.
Finally note that the prcoaurc level tread:, to
at - 0" and IH0 0 . Thin correcpondS LO torn
precoure at these angles. This L: attributed to
the cancellation of incident waves by rcflvcted
wnvun at small inc ideate angleb. This f4 what
oottlicb 3 refers to at, the 'Lloyd's Mirror Effect."
Source in the Shear Laver
The sound radiation f:cld duv to a volunm flow
uourcu embedded in the shear layer Lit nimilar in
nature to that of a monopole mares lovatcd A. the
uniform, flow. A typical radiation pattern for a
I
monopole source in the shear layer Is shown In
Fig, 6 for a 8trouhol number of 1.
For the source in the 41041 layer titers atoll
appears to be a zone of siloneo again determined by
(1 - Macon 0)2 - cos 2t) for the exact and low
frequency results; howevor, It enters the pressure
nxpreasion (Eq. (38)) only through the coefficients
of the parabolic cylinder functions given by C"'
(Eq. (30)) and does not enter directly into the ex-
ponent of the exact pressure equation or the low
frequency result. Ilonco chore to no exponential
damping factor in either of those equations. How-
ever, the combination of algebraic terms,
(L - Macon 1)2
(I - Qh/6)Mo con o)
x	
Lill 0
	(l - M c a 6,) 2
 sin u +	 (1 - Macon 0) 2 . teeT
appearing In mile low frequency pressure expression
(Eq. (37)) results In a rapid dropoff of Lite sound
levels for angles lcdb than .h t, n cos -L 1/0 t No).
This behavior in much like the exponential Vamping
In Lite zone of silence at high frequcncien or when
ti source in in Lite uniform flow. It Should be
noted that thin rather remarkable feature in in-
dependent of frequency while Lite exponential damp-
ing,factors found In the high frequency npproxl-
motion for the anutc-i in the uhcst Layer and in all
results for tilt , source in the un Lform iluw du de-
pend on frequency..
The peult fit the low frequency approximation
Curve occurs at ° c (i.e., when the square root in
Lite denominator of the second factor in zero).
An	 decreauca below	 , the denominator of the
second factor opprnachca f (I.a., the aquars root)
while sin	 approaches zero thuu cauo Ant Lite do-
creaoe in hound level an	 approaches zero. At
antics near 900 sin	 to near I causing Lite round
level to "flortcn nut" in thin rcition.
The square runt ( (1 - Flacon ,.)2 - cn8 2 ")
does not appear in tike high frequency approximation
(Eq. (39)). linwever thto approximation dace con.
tain Lite nquare rout (f(1 -(hM)if„rod ,;)2 - coa 2 ”)
both In the denomi atur and in the expanvnt. genre
this square runt dv.tcrminen a "critical ungle" for
tie high frequ„ncy oxprernien given by
	
_1	 1
	
q°BY ” cou
	 (1 a (h/e)l1o)
`f:oee that 00TIa In the local Mach somber of the
flow it the nurce Inration In the t:hcar layer.)
I1116 account° f..r the fact that till pcala; for the
1110i frcqucncy approximation occur at ::11Ei,tly dif-
ferent am;lcs 01;01 to penLn of the' 04stt and low
frcqucncy curve".
It :d ould Ira noted that botil of the square root
expresutuna arms originally from the expression
F kZ -- (^. i( . /q.){ (1 - I1 11 ca,
Pence the square root Sa zcru at branch points of
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Cho wmplox k•piano and ae 4hown above theca points
dotormino "crLticat angles." It le at theca polnee
Chat Cho 61gh Yroquoncy oxpanelon brooks down,
TEo ldaa of o dlpolo eourco or a quadrupolo
aourca (or for that manor any othor order pelln-
polo eourca) !n a Cranevarealy aha aced ma on flaw la
ratltor vaguo clots ilia ro !e no unique way aE de-
fining such a coerce, In chc provlauo ecetlon
tltcao eourcno aro da Elnod oo tltot tltoy corrcopond
to an extarnoliy applied facto and an axtarna Lly
spoiled p Crnan, rcapactivoly, Ttt p curvice shown !n
Plg, 7 arc for Cite quadrupolo oource la co tnd ut ilia
cantor of rho ohoar Layar, a mean flaw Mach numbar
of 0.8 and Sernuhoi numbers aF 0,5, 1.0, and 6.0,
xoopoctlValy,
Tito expononCiol damping !a moat c p elly aeon to
the high Erequancy approxlmotion gluon by equation
(39), Ilawovor, th to foaturc is not ao pronounced
on mlghe bo nxpocted. Th i q !a irocnuoc of o mocking
raou LCing from the conf[lclont !n equation (4S),
qno furthor point of olgnlflcanca which pppllep
In genarol Co Chia typo of qu pdYUpolo le that [Ito
high Frequency oppraxlmarlan equation (44) rcacmblce
the oxnet expxnoo ton for n quadrupole in rite un1-
totm Flou equa tlon (45) mu LCiplLed by a dopplur
factor (1 - h/n Clpcoa ^^), whnro Cho Mosit numbar in
oath coon to eh oe of the flow at Cho nourco loca-
tton.
Summnry and Canclua [an
frequency spectrum, The aaymptatfe. axpenalona of
theca exact oxprau ices Eur the Itmlting cocas of
low anJ Itlglt [requancy correapand to race lta pra-
eontod ate eultaro for altear layare of erbltrary
valoclty proff Lae.
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Figure 1. - Propagallon of aircraft noiso through shear layers,
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Figure 2. - Schematic of simplified shear layer used in analysis.
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EXACT CALCULATION IEQ. 14311
---^ HIGN FREQUENCY APPROXIMATION (EQ, (441)
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